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Abstract: During the application of simulation tools of computational electromag-
netics it is sometimes difficult to decide whether the problems can be solved by the
computation of electromagnetic fields or circuit simulation tools have to be applied ad-
ditionally. The paper describes a typical situation in an electromagnetic CAD course,
not only for beginners. The modelling and numerical simulation of a simple homopo-
lar motor, similar to that what has been presented by MichaelFaraday in 1821 firstly,
was used as an example. To simulate the current flow in the permanent magnet the
FEM software codes COMSOL Multiphysics including the integrated SPICE module
and MAXWELL have been used. The correct simulation of the entire electric circuit
as well as the precise modelling of the impressed current andof the electrode contacts
turned out to be very important.

Keywords: Homopolar motor; homopolar generator; Faraday’s motor principle;
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1 Introduction

A S is so often the case with invention, the credit for development of the elec-
tric motor is belongs to more than one individual. It was through a process

of development and discovery beginning with Hans Christian Oersted’s discovery
of electromagnetism in 1820 and involving additional work by William Sturgeon,
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Joseph Henry, Andre Marie Ampere, Michael Faraday, Thomas Davenport and a
few others.

Using a broad definition of ”motor” as meaning any apparatus that converts
electrical energy into motion, most sources cite Faraday as developing the first
electric motors, in 1821. They were useful as demonstration devices, butthat is
about all, and most people would not recognize them as anything resemblinga
modern electric motor.

Thus we nowadays usually say, that in 1821, a year after Oersted discovered
electromagnetism, the great scientific thinker Michael Faraday figured outhow to
turn it into motion, thus creating the world’s first motor [1, 2]. This discoveryhas
changed the course of history, or at least that of electrical engineering!

Although a tremendous quantity of effort has been invested towards research
on the homopolar phenomenon, still today after about 190 years following itsiden-
tification by Faraday, very little information has been made public and its usage has
not yet found its way into our daily lives.

The goal of this paper is to bring some insight on the working principles of
Faraday’s motor which by definition is employing the homopolar phenomenon. It
will be demonstrated how the rather ”simple design” of the Faraday motor (re-
spectively a slightly modified homopolar motor) can be used to study the entire
complexity of the modelling and numerical simulation of such simple electrical de-
vice by means of tools of computational electromagnetics (CEM). Thus, it is also a
goal to describe that situation students of electrical engineering are faced to if they
try to apply some commercial CEM codes to the solution of a seemingly simple
technical problem.

2 Faraday’s Motor

In 1821, a year afterHans Christian Oersteddiscovered electromagnetism, the
great scientific thinker Michael Faraday figured out how to turn it into motion, thus
creating the world’s first motor. Though a primitive device that served no practical
purpose, it was a great leap for humankind and led to the much more sophisticated
motors of today.

The motors were constructed of a metal wire suspended in a cup of mercury
(see Fig. 1). Protruding up from the bottom of the cup was a permanent magnet. In
the left cup the magnet was attached to the bottom with a piece of thread and left
free to move, while the metal wire was immobile. On the right side, the magnet
was held immobile and the suspended wire was free to move.

When current from an electric battery applied to the wire, the circuit was com-
pleted via the mercury (a good conductor of electricity) and the resulting current
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flowing through the wire produced a magnetic field. The electromagnetic field
interacted with the existing magnetic field from the permanent magnet, causing
rotation of the magnet on the left, or of the wire on the right (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The first electric motor - Michael Faraday, 1821 (from [1]).

When current ran through the circuit, it generated a circular magnetic field
around the wire (the phenomenon discovered by Oersted). The wire’s magnetic
field interacted with a second force built into the instrument, the magnetic field of
a permanent magnet fixed to the center of the dish.

Fabled experimenter Michael Faraday decided to confirm or refute a number
of speculations surrounding Oersted’s and Ampere’s results. Faraday set to work
devising an experiment to demonstrate whether or not a current-carryingwire pro-
duced a circular magnetic field around it, and in October of 1821 succeeded in
demonstrating this.

When he connected a battery to form a circuit, the current-carrying wire circled
around the magnet. Faraday then reversed the setup, this time with a fixed wire
and a dangling magnet - again the free part circled around the fixed part.This was
the first demonstration of the conversion of electrical energy into motion, and as a
result, Faraday is often credited with the invention of the electric motor.

Nevertheless, we have to have in mind that Faraday’s electric motor is really
just a lab demonstration and it cannot be applied for useful work.

3 DC Motors

At the most basic level, electric motors exist to convert electrical energy intome-
chanical energy. This is done by way of two interacting magnetic fields, onesta-
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tionary, and another attached to a part that can move. A number of types ofelectric
motors exist, but most use DC motors in some form or another. DC motors have
the potential for very high torque capabilities (although this is generally a function
of the physical size of the motor), are easy to miniaturize, and can be ”throttled”
via adjusting their supply voltage. DC motors are also not only the simplest, but
the oldest electric motors.

The basic principles of electromagnetic induction were discovered in the early
1800’s by Oersted, Gauss, and Faraday. By 1820, Hans Christian Oersted and
Andre Marie Ampere had discovered that an electric current producesa magnetic
field. A number of men were involved in the work, so proper credit for the first
DC motor is really a function of just how broadly you choose to define the word
”motor”.

3.1 Homopolar motor

The homopolar electric generation process refers to a moving electric conductor
enclosed by a unidirectional and constant magnetic field. In this phenomenon, there
is a compulsory relationship between the electric field, magnetic field and inertia.
The generated electric power is directly determined by their magnitude. Everytime
when there is a flowing electric current also a magnetic field exists and vice versa.

Furthermore, inertia is the consequence of a moving mass in the surrounding
space (these days also called aether). It is well recognized that the emptyspace is
actually a fluid medium of extreme energetic density having strong inertial quali-
ties.

Another immediate observation is made when a force is imparted to a mass:
the mass accelerates and continues on its course indefinitely unless made to stop.
It could be proposed that the reason for this is due to the relation of the masscon-
stituent atoms with the medium, creating a flow of the latter, in the same direction
and velocity as the displacing mass.

Since a relative movement is absolutely required in order to have an electric
induction, this would suggest that it is rather the aether flow which is the subjacent
working principle. The opposite is also demonstrable in the case of a motor. A
flowing current with a perpendicular magnetic field will provoke a flowing medium
and subsequently the object will be carried away by this flow.

The homopolar generation principle goes as follow: Electricity is generated
when an electric conductor is moving while being submerged in a magnetic field.
Briefly, if the movement of the electric conductor is perpendicular to the magnetic
field, then the generated electrical current will start flowing in a direction perpen-
dicular to the two first. The same is also true when applied to a motor, only the
electrical polarity changes since now electricity is supplied to the motor.
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Since the electrical energy produced by the homopolar generator is a pure direct
current (DC) such as with a battery, the power is constant and always optimum.
Furthermore, the generated tension (Volt) is not affected by the amount ofcurrent
(Ampere) which is drained from the generator, contrary to any other power source,
and the power generation process is not reflected back to the prime mover as an
additional work load. When applied as a motor, the motive torque is constant,
immediate and always optimum.

A homopolar motor has a magnetic field along the axis of rotation and an elec-
tric current that at some point is not parallel to the magnetic field. The nameho-
mopolarrefers to the absence of polarity change. Homopolar motors necessarily
have a single-turn coil, which limits them to very low voltages. This has restricted
the practical application of this type of motor (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Faraday’s motor principle.

It is not necessary for the magnet to move, or even to be in contact with the rest
of the motor; its sole purpose is to provide a magnetic field that will interact with
the magnetic field induced by the current in the wire. However, the magnet must
be made of a conductive material if it is being used to complete the battery-wire
circuit. One can attach the magnet to the battery and allow the wire to rotate freely
while closing the electric circuit even at the axis of rotation. Again, where atsome
point along the electric loop the current in the wire is not parallel to the magnetic
field, there occurs a Lorentz force that is perpendicular to both. This Lorentz force
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is tangential and produces a torque in the wire, so that the wire rotates. In contrast
to other electrical motors, both the orientation and magnitude of the magnetic field
and the electric current do not change.

Like most electro-mechanical machines a homopolar motor is reversible so that
when electrical energy of a suitable kind is put into its terminals, mechanical energy
can be obtained from its motion and vice versa. The operation of a homopolar
motor is a simple consequence of the Lorentz force. In a homopolar motor the
moving current carriers feel an induced force and move whereas in theside of the
rotor feeling this force a torque is induced.

3.2 Homopolar generator

A homopolar generator is a DC electrical generator comprising an electricallycon-
ductive disk rotating in a plane perpendicular to a uniform static magnetic field
(Fig. 3). A potential difference is created between the center of the disk and the
rim, the electrical polarity depending on the direction of rotation and the orienta-
tion of the field. It is also known as aunipolar generator, acyclic generator, disk
dynamo, orFaraday disk. The voltage is typically low, on the order of a few volts in
the case of small demonstration models, but large research generators can produce
hundreds of volts, and some systems have multiple generators in series to produce
an even larger voltage. They are unusual in that they can source tremendous elec-
tric current, some more than a million amperes, because the homopolar generator
can be made to have very low internal resistance.

Fig. 3. Basic Faraday disk generator.

The homopolar generator was developed first by Michael Faraday during his
experiments in 1831 [3]. It is frequently calledthe Faraday diskin his honor. It
was the beginning of modern dynamos, i.e. electrical generators which operate
using a magnetic field. It was very inefficient and was not used as a practical power
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source, but it showed the possibility of generating electric power using magnetism,
and led the way for commutated direct current dynamos and then alternating current
alternators.

We can create a homopolar generator by replacing the cell that drove the ho-
mopolar motor with a voltmeter. Whereas the homopolar motor converts electrical
energy (supplied by the cell) into mechanical energy, the homopolar generator does
the reverse: providing mechanical energy to turn the disk and obtain an electromag-
netic force (emf) and (if a current path exists) an electric current.

Looking to a mobile chargeq travelling with the disk (with velocityvvv at the
point and time), the charge is subject to the Lorentz forceqvvv×BBB, which is towards
the axle. This gives rise to an emf as indicated by the voltmeter (and a currentif
the circuit is closed).

Again, a homopolar generator is conceptually a little simpler than its multipole
cousins but, because there is only one current path, the emf is small. (On theother
hand, ideal brushes would in principle allow a large current.)

3.3 What is a homopolar motor / generator used for?

Although a tremendous quantity of effort has been invested toward research on the
homopolar phenomenon, still today after about 190 years following its identifica-
tion by Faraday, very little information has been made public and its usage has not
yet found its way into our daily lives.

It is awkward since it is known in the scientific community that the homopolar
electric generation is naturally extra-efficient. The single engineering challenge
has been all along the conception of a working unit which does not cripplethe
generation process while tapping this freely given energy.

Homopolar motors are also called unipolar motors. These non-commutating
electric motors use, in general, both alternating and direct current, and process
energy that travels in one direction at all times.

The most common use of homopolar motors is in generators that are installed
in electroplating process plants. The generators use direct current (DC) and low
voltage, but the current in the motors is high enough to operate the heavy machin-
ery.

Homopolar motors have been used in high-torque wind turbines. The mechan-
ics of the motors provide a low-cost means of converting wind into electricity be-
cause of the reduced need for multidirectional gears. These motors also require less
maintenance than bipolar motors.

Small engines, such as those in toy cars, can be built using homopolar motors.
The spinning wheels create force, which causes the magnet to spin and create a
magnetic field. This electricity flowing in one direction is used to power the engine.
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There are many other instances where the homopolar phenomenon is appliedif
one stops and thinks about it. Our mother Earth for instance is a prime example (in
perpetual motion!) and elsewhere also, such as in the case of MHD (Magnetohy-
drodynamics) processes and Hertzian waves [4].

4 Numerical Description of Homopolar Motor Behaviour

Homopolar motors and generators are simpler than their multipolar cousins, but
are very rarely used in practice. However, they illustrate the principles nicely, and
a homopolar motor is both easy to make and easy to understand. Thus, this is a
nice issue to be investigated in an electromagnetic CAD course. We will use the
simple homopolar motor (Fig. 5) to apply the CEM tools (FEM software, circuit
analysis software) which will give us the fields, forces and torques. Because of the
simplicity of the device it is possible to evaluate the features of FEM codes under
test.

The permanent magnet produces a magnetic field~B that is vertically upwards
through the conducting disk. The cell provides current that flows through one brush
to the central shaft, then outwards to the right towards the brush on the rim. The
(conventional) current density~J is subjected to a force in the direction~J×~B, which
is forwards, towards us. This force is transmitted to the disk, which rotates inthe
sense shown at right (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Homopolar motor scheme with battery, magnetic disk and wire frame(left); flux density and
forces (right).

Because there is always a current path between the brushes (or at least there
would be if they were ideal), the resultant torque is steady. Note that there isonly
one current-carrying path, compared with many in a typical multipolar motor. On
the other hand, the current could be large if the brushes had low resistance.
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In a simple design for a very simple homopolar motor, the magnet itself (or
its coating) touches the cell via a metallic screw and is used as the contact for
the brushes. In this design, the rotor is the disk. The piece of wire includesboth
brushes. It uses a 1.5V cell, one of its terminals is the contact for one brush, and a
cylindrical permanent magnet, its circumference is the contact for the other.

4.1 Physical modelling of the motor

Like all dynamos, the Faraday disk converts kinetic energy to electrical energy.
This machine can be analyzed using Faraday’s own law of electromagnetic induc-
tion. This law (in its modern form) states that an electric current is induced in a
closed electrical circuit when the magnetic flux enclosed by the circuit changes (in
either magnitude or direction). For the Faraday disk it is necessary, however, to
consider that the circuit(s) consist of each radial ”spoke” of the disk connected to
the rim and center and then through the external circuit.

The Lorentz force law is more easily used to explain the machine’s behaviour.
This law, discovered thirty years after Faraday’s death, states that the force on an
electron is proportional to the cross product of its velocity and the magnetic flux
vector. In geometrical terms, this means that the force is at right-angles to both
the velocity (azimuthal) and the magnetic flux (axial), which is therefore in a radial
direction. The radial movement of the electrons in the disk produces a charge
separation between the center of the disk and its rim, and if the circuit is completed
an electric current will be produced.

For our purposes, the principle of the Faraday motor has been slightly modified.
On a cylindrical permanent magnet (NdFeB) with axial magnetization a metallic
screw is fixed. If this is combined with a battery, the magnet will start to rotate as
soon as we connect the battery and the magnet by means of a copper wire (Fig. 5).
Depending on the position of the contact point of the wire on the magnet surface
different rotational speeds of the magnet can be observed.

It is not necessary for the magnet to move, or even to be in contact with the rest
of the motor; its sole purpose is to provide a magnetic field that will interact with
the magnetic field induced by the current in the wire. However, the magnet must
be made of a conductive material if it is being used to complete the battery-wire
circuit. One can attach the magnet to the battery and allow the wire to rotate freely
while closing the electric circuiteven at the axis of rotation. Again, where at some
point along the electric loop the current in the wire is not parallel to the magnetic
field, there occurs aLorentz forcethat is perpendicular to both. This Lorentz force
is tangential and produces a torque in the wire, so that the wire rotates. In contrast
to other electrical motors, both the orientation and magnitude of the magnetic field
and the electric current do not change.
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Fig. 5. A simple homopolar motor: Faraday’s historical scheme (left); here used model, made with
drywall screw, alkaline battery cell, wire, and neodymium magnet (right). The screw and magnet
contact the bottom of the battery cell and are held up by magnetic attraction. The screw and magnet
spin.

People are sometimes confused by the fact that there are no changes in the
magnetic field or electric current, and no recognizable North-South pole interac-
tion between the magnet and the electric circuit. They often think that field lines
cannot be used to understand homopolar machines, or that the field lines rotate
(Faraday Paradox). As the homopolar motor must have a current-carrying wire,
any components used to complete the circuit (such as the drywall screw andthe
magnet in the picture above) must be made of a conducting material.

The homopolar motor can be well explained by the Faraday model of lines of
force, with a tangential force (hence, a torque) resulting where the electric cur-
rent makes an angle with the magnetic lines of force. Thus, the homopolar motor
provides a simple demonstration of theLorentz force.

4.2 Numerical modelling of the rotating magnet

First an analytical approach is used to model the rotating magnet. The geometry
shown in Fig. 6 was applied for defining the parameters. The cylinder represents
the Neodymium magnet (Nd2Fe14B), the properties are summarized in Table 1. It
is assumed that the current flows directly from the screw on the top to the contact
of the wire at the surface of the magnet. Both source and sink are definedto be
point-like.

Table 1. Material properties and geometric parameters of the magnet.

Remanence~B Conductivityσ Mass Densityρ Heighth Radiusr0

1.3T~ez
1

140
108 S

m
7 400

kg
m2 24 mm 7 mm

The analytical description of the rotating cylindrical magnet requires the cal-
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Fig. 6. Geometry of the rotating magnet used in the analytical approach. Case (1): The
wire is placed on the outer shell of the magnet (r = r0); Case (2): The wire is placed at the
bottom of the magnet (r = r ′).

culation of the angular acceleration~α. Therefore, the Lorentz force,~F , the torque
~M and the moment of inertiaΘ have to be determined. The Lorentz force can be
calculated as follows (see Fig. 6):

d~F =I0 (d~l ×~b) (1)

d~l =−dz·~ez+dr ·~er (2)

~B =B0~ez (3)

d~F =− I0 B0 dr ·~er (4)

Here isI0 the current through the wire. The torque~M is caused by the Lorentz force
and can be calculated with

d~M =~r ×d~F (5)

~M =− I0 B0

∫ r

0
dr~ez (6)

The moment of inertia of the cylindrical magnet is given by

Θ =
1
2

mr20 (7)

Case 1: When the conductor is placed on the surface of the cylinder (see Fig. 6)
the integration of eq. (6) has to be extended tor0.

~M1 = −
1
2

I0B0r2
0~ez (8)
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To calculate the angular acceleration~α1 of the magnet the torque~M1 from
eq. (8) and the moment of inertia from eq. (7) have to be related by

~α1 =
~M1

Θ
(9)

~α1 =
I0B0

m
~ez (10)

Thus, in case 1the angular acceleration is independent of thez-position
where the wire contacts the magnet.

Case 2: When the wire is placed at the bottom of the cylinder (see Fig. 6) the
integration of eq. (6) has to be extended merely tor ′ < r0.

~M2 = −
1
2

I0B0r ′2~ez (11)

Again the angular acceleration yields from combining the torque~M2 from
eq. (11) and the moment of inertia from eq. (7) to

~α2 =
~M2

Θ
(12)

~α2 =−
I0B0

m
r ′2

r2
0

~ez (13)

In thecase 2the angular acceleration depends on the positionr ′ of the wire.

The numerical computation of the forces and moments cannot be based on
point-like contacts of the circuit on the magnet surface. Therefore, three different
approaches have been applied:the point model, the electrode modelandthe screw
model(see Fig. 7).

In the point model(a) the source and sink were defined as infinitesimal small
dots, similar to the analytical approach.

In contrast,the electrode model(b) enlarges both to a finite size. In this case,
the source was modelled as an additional cylinder (diameter of 2 mm), representing
the head of the screw. Furthermore the conductor on the outer surface of the magnet
was modelled as a small cylinder with diameter of 1 mm.

Finally, the screw model(c) is an extension of the electrode model, where ge-
ometry and material properties of the screw have been taken into account. In the
computation an iron screw was assumed, with a conductivity of 1.1E+7 S/m.

During the simulations turned out that the method of defining the source pa-
rameters is very important. There can be impressed either a constant voltage
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Fig. 7. Three models for describing the electric contacts to the magnet used in
the numerical simulation: (a) point model, (b) electrode model, (c) screw model.

(U0 = 1.5 V, AA-cell) or a current. The current can be easily approximated by
neglecting the resistances of the permanent magnet and of the wire. The internal
resistance of the battery was estimated toR1 = 0.15 Ω. This leads to an impressed
current of aboutI = 10 A. The numerical simulations for the point model (a) and
the electrode model (b) were performed by applying both approaches.

Fig. 8. Electric circuit of the rotating magnet configuration consisting of the
battery with the internal resistanceR1 and the FEM modelX1.

In addition to fixing the voltage or the current, a third method of defining the
source parameters can be used. This is the link of the FEM model to a networksim-
ulator like SPICE. Therefore, the FEM model (X1) is defined as a part ofan electric
circuit using the SPICE module ofCOMSOL Multiphysics3.5a, whereR1 describes
the internal resistance of the battery andV1 the voltage source (Fig.8). Thus, the
source parameters can be determined precisely by using an iterative solver. This
procedure has been finally used for the screw model.

5 Numerical Simulation

Having a look on the magnetic field lines of this configuration it becomes apparent
how the forces (caused by the permanent magnet and by the current flow in the
wire) interacting to create the motion.

The numerical simulations have been performed with commercial finite el-
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ement method (FEM) software codes,COMSOLTM Multiphysics (v3.5a) and
MAXWELLTM (R12). By using the two different software packages there is a
chance to verify the reliability of the results. The point model and the electrode
model have been realized with both tools. The screw model was computed only
with COMSOL Multiphysics3.5a using the integrated SPICE module.

5.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of an electric battery (1.5 V, AA-cell), a cylin-
drical permanent magnet (Nd2Fe14B; Br = 1.3 T), a metallic screw and a copper
wire to connect the battery with the magnet (Fig. 9). The forces and the rotational
speed can be determined either by means of the analytical approach or with FEM
simulations. Such simulations have been made using impressed current and im-
pressed voltage, respectively, whereas point-like contacts and extended electrodes
have been modeled (Fig. 7). To analyze the different resistances of thecircuit
the FEM simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics have been combined with the
integrated circuit analysis tool SPICE (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9. Setup of the homopolar motor (Faraday motor).

5.2 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions of the rotating magnet are all of the type ”electrical in-
sulation”~n · ~J = 0 where~n is the unit vector at the surface of the cylinder. This
boundary condition holds for the whole geometry, except of the positions of the
screw and the wire, i.e. the positions where the current flows into the magnetor out
of it. At these boundaries the parameters of the source and sink were defined.
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In the case of the point model the boundary condition of the source was defined
by setting the voltage of the point lying on the top of the cylinder toU0 = 1.5 V.
According to this, the second point on the outer shell of the cylinder was declared to
Uground= 0 V. On the other hand, a second simulation was performed by impressing
a constant current ofI0 = 10 A into the magnet.

In the case of the electrode model the boundary conditions were applied to the
faces of the small cylinders representing the wire and the screw.

The boundary conditions for the screw model are different from the other mod-
els. The tip of the screw and the wire were defined to be of type ”circuit terminal”
enabling the implementation of the FEM model into an electric circuit simulated
by the SPICE module ofCOMSOL.

5.3 Mesh generation

Further differences between both software packages have been arisen during real-
izing the point model. In COMSOL it is possible to create point sources, which
are not available in MAXWELL. Therefore, the points were modelled as small
cylinders with radius of 0.01mm. Furthermore, the mesh generation techniquesare
different in both codes. In COMSOL it is possible to create the mesh with desired
properties, e.g. size of the elements before starting the simulations. The solver
is using this predefined mesh to compute the solutions. However, in MAXWELL
the mesh will be refined till a certain error limit is reached, i.e. the refinement per
step was set to 30%, the maximum number of iterations was limited to 10, and this
should lead to a maximum error limit (for the energy in the considered elements) of
1%. Because point-like contacts cannot be defined in MAXWELL, a small circle
around the contact on the top of the cylinder and a very small cylinder on theside
surface of the magnet have been designed. These artificial electrodeshave been
included in the mesh refinement procedure leading finally to much better results
for the point model (see Fig. 7). Because of these reasons, the point model had
to be realized in both software packages in different ways. This has to betaken
into account when comparing the results. Only the electrode model was identically
realized in both codes.

Because of the different source and sink modelling, the meshes have to be
adapted for each model. Furthermore, all calculations were performed byusing
at least two different meshes for each model to identify any instability. The mean
sizes of the finite elements for the three models are listed in Table 2. However,
it is important to emphasize that the maximum element size for MAXWELL only
affects the initial mesh.

In order to calculate the angular acceleration depending on the wire position,
several FEM solutions with well-defined positions of the wire have been performed.
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After each simulation, the density of the Lorentz force was calculated as follows:

~f = ~J×~B (14)

and the torque~M was calculated by

~M =
∫

V
~r ×~f dV (15)

If both quantities are known, the angular acceleration can be determined from
eq. (9). All calculations have been performed using the post-processing routines of
the simulation software packages.

Table 2. Maximum size of FE in different meshes created in COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a
and MAXWELL 12, used for simulations of point, electrode and screw model, respectively.

COMSOL Multiphysics MAXWELL

Cylinder Contact/Screw Cylinder Contact/Screw

Point Model

mesh #1 (coarse) 2 mm 0.05 mm 4 mm 0.005 mm

mesh #2 (fine) 2 mm 0.01 mm 1 mm 0.0025 mm

Electrode Model

mesh #1 (coarse) 1 mm 0.3 mm 4 mm 0.2 mm

mesh #2 (fine) 0.5 mm 0.15 mm 1 mm 0.1 mm

Screw Model

mesh #1 (coarse) 1 mm 0.3 mm – –

mesh #2 (fine) 0.5 mm 0.15 mm – –

6 Simulation Results

6.1 The screw model

In the following diagrams, the results of the screw model are presented. Itwas
assumed that the screw model yields to the most accurate results compared to the
point and the electrode model. By implementing the FEM model into an electric
circuit (Fig. 8),COMSOLcalculated an impressed current ofIFEM = 9.43 A flow-
ing through the magnet. The voltage drop over the screw and the magnet wasabout
UFEM = 85 mV due to the high conductivity of the rotating magnet. This is contrary
to the assumption of a source voltage ofU0 = 1.5 V.

Fig. 10 shows the expected quadratic dependency of the angular acceleration
on the wires radial position. In Fig. 12 is shown that the angular acceleration, as
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expected, does not depend on the axial position of the wire, resulting to a value
of 70.4 s−2. It was observed, that the simulations with two meshes yield always
similar results. Therefore, the solutions for only one mesh are presented.

6.2 The point model

The results of the angular acceleration for the point model are depicted in Fig. 10
- 13. In Fig. 10 and 11 the angular acceleration depending on the wires radial
position at the bottom of the magnet is shown, either for a voltage or a current
source. For a voltage source, it can be seen that the solution ofCOMSOLis mesh
dependent. Reason for this is the inhomogeneity of the voltage point sourcedefined
in COMSOL. It can be observed that a coarser mesh results in higher angular
accelerations. Due to the high conductivity of the magnet, it was ascertainedthat
the voltage drops from 1.5 V to about 0.7 V near the point source. According to this,
the voltage drops from 0.7 V to 0 V at the sink. This results in large gradients of the
voltage near the points. In consequence, the current density is increasing rapidly.
The size of the finite elements now influences this gradient and therefore theangular
acceleration. In contrast the deviations between the solutions of the two meshes
for MAXWELL are negligible. Reason for this is the modelling of the points as
small electrodes. The iterative mesh generation process of MAXWELL leads to
nearly the same mesh to reach the error limit of 1%. Furthermore MAXWELL
discretized the small cylinders representing the source and the sink and prevented
any inhomogeneity.

In the charts of Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 these observations could not be studied
for an impressed current. The mesh dependence of COMSOL was not observed
in this case. A possible reason for this is the restriction of the current toI0 =
10 A. Furthermore both software packages calculated a similar angular acceleration
along the wires position. In Fig. 13 it can be seen, that an impressed current of
I0 = 10 A leads to an angular acceleration of 75.7 s−2 for COMSOLand 75.9 s−2

for MAXWELL. Compared to the screw model this corresponds to a deviation of
about 7%.

6.3 Electrode model

The results of the angular acceleration for the electrode model are depicted in
Fig. 14 - Fig. 17. Because of the finite size of the source, the mesh dependence
of COMSOLwas not observed in this case. Hence, the solutions will only be pre-
sented for one mesh. The simulation results for a voltage source were leading to
unusual high values. Reason for this is the assumption, that the voltage of the whole
face of the source cylinder on the top of the magnet isU0 = 1.5 V. In combination
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Fig. 10. Angular accelerationα of the point
and screw model depending on the wires ra-
dial position at cylinder bottom (voltage source:
U0 = 1.5 V).

Fig. 11. Angular accelerationα of the point
and screw model depending on the wires ra-
dial position at cylinder bottom (current source:
I0 = 10 A).

Fig. 12. Angular accelerationα of the point
and screw model depending on the wires ax-
ial position along thez-axis at the cylinder sur-
face (z= 0 mm corresponds to the bottom,z=
24 mm to the top of the cylinder; voltage source:
U0 = 1.5 V).

Fig. 13. Angular accelerationα of the point
and screw model depend on the wires axial posi-
tion along thez-axis at the cylinder surface (z=
0 mm corresponds to the bottom,z = 24 mm
to the top of the cylinder; current source:I0 =
10 A).

with the high conductivity of the magnet, this leads to extremely high current den-
sities and therefore to the presented angular accelerations.

In the charts of Fig. 15 and Fig. 17 can be seen, that an impressed current
yields to similar results for the electrode model compared to the point and screw
model.

In Fig. 16 an increase of the angular acceleration depending on thez-position
of the wire can be observed. This is due to the decrease of the resistancefor wire
positions near to the top of the magnet because of shorter current paths.The same
effect can be observed in the other models with a current source as well.But due
to scaling and significantly lower current densities this effect is less obvious.
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Thez-dependency of the angular acceleration for an impressed current is shown
in Fig. 17. Both software packages give a similar angular acceleration along the
wire positions. It was found that an impressed current ofI0 = 10 A leads to an
angular acceleration of 75.61 s−2 for COMSOLand 74.65 s−2 for MAXWELL.

Fig. 14. Angular accelerationα of the electrode
model depending on the wires radial position at
cylinder bottom (voltage source:U0 = 1.5 V).

Fig. 15. Angular accelerationα of the electrode
model depending on the wires radial position at
cylinder bottom (current source:I0 = 10 A).

Fig. 16. Angular accelerationα of the elec-
trode model depending on the wires axial po-
sition along thez-axis at the cylinder surface
(z= 0mm corresponds to the bottom,z= 24mm
to the top of the cylinder; voltage source:U0 =
1.5V).

Fig. 17. Angular accelerationα of the elec-
trode model depending on the wires axial po-
sition along thez-axis at the cylinder surface
(z= 0mm corresponds to the bottom,z= 24mm
to the top of the cylinder; current source:I0 =
10A).

7 Discussion

The simulation results of the homopolar motor revealed the importance of the com-
bination of geometric and source modelling. The assumption of a voltage source
turned out to be wrong in this case. The total voltage has to drop over the rotating
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Fig. 18. Angular accelerationα of the point-,
electrode- and the screw model as well as the
analytical solution depending on the wires ra-
dial position (current source:I0 = 10A).

Fig. 19. Angular accelerationα of the point-,
electrode- and screw model depending on the
wires axial position along thez-axis on the
surface of the cylinder (z = 0 mm corresponds
to the bottom,z= 24 mm to the top of the cylin-
der; current source:I0 = 10 A).

magnet, which is not correct due to the low resistance of the magnet. The main
pat of the voltage drops over the internal resistance of the battery. Thus, the results
obtained with a voltage source cannot be accepted because of the high values of the
angular acceleration. Furthermore, this yields in combination with a point source
to unstable results withCOMSOL, where one is able to create such kind of sources
(Fig.10 and Fig. 12). Thus, it turned out to be important to apply differentmeshes
to identify unstable solutions.

Furthermore, if a current was impressed into the magnet this mesh dependence
was not observed. This becomes clear if we remember that the assumed impressed
current ofI0 = 10 A was calculated by neglecting the resistance of the magnet. On
the other hand, this assumption brings us closer to the actual current ofIFEM =
9.43 A calculated by the screw model.

In order to compare the simulation results with the analytical approach, the
solutions of the three models were depicted together with the analytical solution
from eq. (10) and eq. (13) in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19. It can be seen, thatthe results for
the point model are very close to the analytical approach. This is due to the fact,
that in both methods point-like sources are defined. The extension of source and
sink to small cylinders leads to lower angular accelerations compared to the point
model or the analytical approach. Reason for this is the shortened radialcurrent
path between the source and the sink. This yields to less radial current components,
which are in combination with the magnetic field causing the torque and hence the
angular acceleration.

Another important topic is the definition of the source parameters. The link of
the FEM model with a network analysis tool turned out to be an important mod-
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Fig. 20. FEM solution: current flow between extended electrodes, with magnetic flux
density (arrows) and total current density (streamlines).

Fig. 21. FEM solution of the SPICE model for the total current density (streamlines),
and the distribution of electric potential on the screw (colored scaling).

elling step in order to determine the exact source parameters (see Fig. 20, 21). In
order to validate the simulation results an experiment has to be realized to deter-
mine the angular acceleration by measuring the angular velocity as a function of
time.
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8 Conclusion

Both FEM codes can be used to analyse the behaviour of this simple homopolar
motor but there are some significant differences. The use of iterative solvers in
MAXWELL together with adaptive meshing can cause remarkably higher compu-
tational effort and leads to more computing time consumption. Furthermore, pa-
rameter variations can be done with MAXWELL very easily, but it is not possible
to solve the transient problem related to the rotating magnet. Even if the adap-
tive meshing is the reason for good results of simulation of point-like electrodes,
we have to pay the prize that a relatively high amount of finite elements will be
invested in these small regions. Thus, they can no longer be used elsewhere.

The simulations have clearly shown that it could be very important for solving
realistic problems, if the FEM code can be combined with circuit analysis tools like
SPICE. This can be realized in COMSOL very comfortably. On the other hand, it
turned out that it is, in general, very difficult to treat impressed voltages.Thus, first
the assumption of impressed currents and applying the SPICE module of COMSOL
led to reasonable results, i.e. for the rotating magnet about 70 turns-per-second
(after one second) have been estimated finally.
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